TROPICAL FOREST ALLIANCE 2020
A DEDICATED PLATFORM FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE COOPERATION, WORKING TO HELP ORGANIZATIONS
ACHIEVE THEIR DEFORESTATION-FREE COMMITMENTS

THE CHALLENGE
To avoid the worst effects of global climate change,
it is imperative to halt deforestation. The destruction
of forests creates almost as much greenhouse gas
emissions as global road travel and yet it continues at an alarming rate, with an area equivalent
to the size of South Africa lost between 1990
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THE OPPORTUNITY
A movement has emerged to halt the deforestation

institutions, and agriculture and consumer goods
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THE AGENDA
The Commodities and Forests Agenda 2020:
Ten priorities to remove tropical deforestation
from commodity supply chains summarizes
the areas in which action is most urgently
required to eliminate deforestation from global
agricultural supply chains. This agenda frames
the activities of the TFA 2020 globally and
regionally. Its priorities are:

1.

Eliminating illegality from supply 		
chains

2.

Developing and strengthening 		
palm oil certification

3.

Scaling-up pilot programmes of 		
sustainable intensification of cattle
grazing

4.

Sustainably increasing smallholder
yields in palm oil and cocoa

5.
6.

Achieving sustainable soy production

7.

Addressing land conflicts, tenure
security and land rights

8.

Mobilizing demand for 			
deforestation-free commodities 		
in emerging markets

9.

Redirecting finance towards
deforestation-free supply chains
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Facilitating the implementation 		
of jurisdictional programmes

10. Improving the quality and 		
availability of deforestation and 		
supply chain data
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GOVERNMENTS AND CIVIL SOCIETY
CAN USE COLLABORATION WITH BUSINESS
AND THE POWER OF MARKETS TO
ACCELERATE AND LEVERAGE UP THEIR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
REGIONAL ENGAGEMENT AND
SUPPORTING JURISDICTIONAL
PROGRAMMES
Supporting the development and application of
jurisdictional sustainable land use programmes
is a key part of the regional agenda. Through
regional implementation dialogues, TFA 2020
works to connect jurisdictions in forest countries
with stakeholders who can help them realize their
forest conservation plans. Partners in the region
meet regularly during regional working group calls
and regional meetings, with their activities helping
to implement regional and national priorities. TFA
2020 has regional hubs in:
• West and Central Africa
• Latin America
• South-East Asia

COMMUNICATION
TFA 2020 engages a community of partners through
digital collaboration to foster cooperation, share
examples of best practice, and support the mobilization of new partnerships. This includes an online
initiative mapping to showcase initiatives and help

TFA 2020 STEERING COMMITTEE
• Government of Colombia
• Government of Côte d’Ivoire
• Government of Indonesia
• Government of Liberia
• Government of Norway
• Government of the Netherlands
• Government of the United Kingdom
• Government of the United States
• Cargill
• COFCO International
• Unilever
• Wilmar International
• Association for Indigenous Women 		
•
•
•
•

JURISDICTIONS HAVE A KEY
ROLE TO PLAY IN ACHIEVING
ZERO DEFORESTATION TARGETS
AND SUSTAINABLE RURAL
DEVELOPMENT
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United Kingdom
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London, United Kingdom

16 NOV

SEA Implementation Dialogue, Sabah

FEB 2019

Colombia Implementation Dialogue,
Colombia
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of the Colombian Amazon (OPIAC)
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TFA 2020
CURRENTLY
ENGAGES MORE
THAN 150 PARTNERS
FROM GOVERNMENT,
THE PRIVATE SECTOR
AND CIVIL SOCIETY

